Reception and Blessing of the Painting

FACE of CHRIST

Saint Gregory the Great Church
Beverly Farms, Massachusetts
January Twenty-sixth, Two Thousand Fourteen

When a man believes in me,
he does not believe in me only, but in the one who sent me.
When he looks at me he sees the one who sent me.
< John 12: 44 - 45 [n i v ] <
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ACRED ART

is not simply a
matter of illustrating the words and
stories of Scripture: it is a visual language corresponding to that of sacred writing.
In the year 787 the Seventh Ecumenical (also
called the Second Nicene) Council was convoked specifically to resolve the status of sacred
art, or Iconography, within Christianity. It stated
that it was not at all invented by painters, but on the
contrary, it is an approved institution in the tradition of
the Catholic Church. That which the word communicates
by sound, the painting demonstrates silently by representation. This second sacred language may be silent;
yet — like every other language — it possesses a
vocabulary and structure.
Many of my paintings over the past forty
years share a common theme and represent my
attempt to integrate spiritual reality with material reality: in essence, the Creation and Incarnation; or matter and spirit. F ace of C hrist (2003)
was created using oil and wax and alkyd resin.
In the painting you can see the wax in fragments

or broken pieces. The series of contrasting levels
of paint and wax in the background — which
includes the lines representing the Halo and the
lines streaming down from above — are all part
of a visual language expressing a spiritual reality: these shapes and lines create a visual tension
between the stark reality of Christ’s human face
and the Incarnation of the Son of God. I hope
what I have written will help translate my visual
language to the verbal.
Barbara and I present this painting to
Saint Gregory the Great Church as a gift in
celebration of the birth, on December 4th, 2013,
of our grandson Lucas Christopher Dolan.
— Steve Hawley : January 26 th, 2014

AN HYMN ON SACRED ART
Inspired by Steve Hawley’s Painting FACE OF CHRIST and
Dedicated to Him and Barbara on the Occasion of its Reception.
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Break forth, O Father, One In Three!
And let us glimpse Thy Presence.
In all Thy works help us to see
The tokens of Thy Essence:
Break forth into our clouded mind
And help us see Thy plan divine:
Thy Hand in each sensation;
Thy Face in all creation.

Break forth, O Holy Spirit, come:
To Truth and Union lead us!
Break into this, our troubled world
With Understanding feed us.
We see here now as in a glass
Our sight is dim; but this shall pass:
Lead us to where we’ve grown
To know as we are known.
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Break forth, O Jesus Christ our Lord
Thou Son of Man, Incarnate Word!
Into this world of sin and strife
To which Thy Death hath given Life
Break forth:
Towards sin we still incline!
And help us see Thy Love divine
In caring for each other;
Thy Face in one another.

The hand of man, through Sacred Art
Attempts to show God’s Beauty
Reﬂecting what we see in part
With yearning, faithful, duty.
May that, which on our journey here
We glimpse, and shape,
in fragments mere
Upon our exaltation
Break forth, our Revelation!
— Kevin McDermott, 2014

